The Fermi liquid paradigm for metals has contributed enormously to our understanding of condensed matter systems. However a growing number of quantum critical systems have been shown to exhibit non-Fermi liquid behavior. A full understanding of such systems is still lacking and in particular analytical results away from equilibrium are rare. In this work, we provide a distinct example of such kind in a two-channel Kondo-Luttinger model where a Kondo impurity couples to two voltage-biased interacting electron leads, experimentally realizable in a dissipative quantum dot. Since the 1990's, an exotic quantum phase transition has been known to exist from the 1-channel to 2-channel Kondo ground states by enhancing electron interactions in the leads, but a controlled theoretical approach to this quantum critical point has not yet been established. We present a controlled method to this problem and obtain an analytical form for the universal non-equilibrium differential conductance near the transition. The relevance of our results for recent experiments is discussed.
Introduction.-Over the recent decades, there has been growing experimental evidence for correlated electron systems whose low temperature thermodynamic and transport properties violate Landau's Fermi liquid paradigm for metals [1, 2] . Such non-Fermi liquid (NFL) behavior, ranging from heavy-fermion, unconventional superconductors [3] [4] [5] to Kondo impurity quantum dot systems [6, 7] , often appears near a quantum phase transition (QPT) [8] as a result of competing ground states. Despite their prevalence, very few examples exist where analytical or exact NFL results are available [9, 10] . While the equilibrium aspect of QPTs has been extensively studied, much less is known however about out of equilibrium quantum critical properties, more relevant for experiments, either by a voltage bias [9] [10] [11] [12] or by a sudden quantum quench [13] . Highly tunable nano-scale quantum impurity systems offer an excellent playground to study NFL near non-equilibrium QPTs [14, 15] .
One example of such systems is the Kondo-Luttinger model, experimentally realizable in a dissipative Kondo dot device [16, 17] . Therein a spin-1/2 Kondo impurity at the center couples to two (left L and right R) Luttinger liquid wires of a total length L with repulsive electron-electron interactions, giving a Luttinger parameter K < 1 (see Fig. 1(a) ). This model introduces inter-lead (intra-lead) Kondo couplings J LR (J LL/RR ), involving screening of the impurity spin by the conduction electrons of the both leads (one lead), respectively. In the weak-coupling limit (J αα → 0) at a higher temperature, electron repulsive interactions in the leads are known to suppress the J LR terms in a T -power-law fashion: J LR ∼ T 1/2(1/K−1) [18, 19] ; while J LL/RR terms are unaffected by interactions and show a T -logarithmic divergence of a typical Kondo effect. Since mid-1990's it has been predicted that with increasing electron interaction (or decreasing K) and T → 0, this model supports an exotic QPT from the conducting 1-channel Kondo (1CK) ground state to the insulating 2-channel Kondo (2CK) ground state. Wherein the 1CK ground state, both J LR and J LL/RR couplings are Tpower law divergent and the two leads are coupled to form a single Kondo screening channel; in the 2CK ground state, the J LR (J LL/RR ) coupling is T -power law suppressed (enhanced) and the two leads independently Kondo-screen the impurity spin [18, 20] . The 1CK-2CK quantum critical point (QCP) is expected at K = 1/2 [18, 20] . However, accessing the NFL properties of this QCP becomes challenging due to the lack of controlled theoretical approaches to physics near the strong coupling 2CK ground state where J LL/RR → ∞ and the standard perturbation theory fails.
In this letter, we re-examine the Kondo-Lutinger system and establish a controlled theoretical framework to circumvent the above difficulty. We address the non-equilibrium transport near K = 1/2 via a bosonization-refermionization approach [21] combined with the Keldysh Green's function method. This approach maps the strong coupling problem onto an effective weak coupling one where controlled many-body technique is applicable. The Hamiltonian is first bosonized [22, 23] , followed by the Emery-Kivelson transformation [24] , which moves the system to near the strong coupling 2CK fixed point. The Hamiltonian near 2CK is then expressed in terms of the leading irrelevant inter-and intralead Kondo couplings in the weak coupling regime. To carry out the calculations on charge transport, the Hamiltonian near 2CK fixed point is further re-fermionized as two effective voltage-biased free fermion leads coupled to an impurity spin and a bosonic bath. Since the current is determined by J LR , we study the renormalization group (RG) flow of this coupling and find the QCP, which allows for a reliable study in the weak coupling regime. To simplify our calculations, we work in the channel symmetric case (J LL = J RR ) and near the Toulouse limit where only J LR dominates. Nevertheless, our results can be extended more generally to parameter space away from Toulouse limit. This can be done for the following reasons: (i) the operators around this limit-the transverse (xy) component of J LR and the longitudinal (z) component of J LL/RR -are all irrelevant and hence will always stay in the weak coupling regime, and (ii) the RG flow for J LR at 1-loop order in this limit via Eq. (4) shows a negligible difference from that up to 2-loop order and away from this limit (see Inset of Fig. 1(c) ). This shows that our analytic results based on Eq. (4) is accurate and reliable enough to be extended to the parameter space away from Toulouse limit. The universal non-linear I-V curve of the effective model is analytically obtained near QCP for K < 1/2 via the Keldysh non-equilibrium Green's function formalism. The interactions in the leads are treated exactly by bosonization, and the current is computed perturbatively in J LR . The main point of this work is not the RG analysis of the Hamiltonian but the actual calculations of non-equilibrium current near criticality. Our results offer an unique example of analytically accessible non-equilibrium transport near an impurity quantum critical point.
The Kondo-Luttinger model.-The Hamiltonian of our system in the presence of particle-hole symmetry reads [22, 23] 
, where α = L, R, σ =↑, ↓ are the lead and spin indices respectively, S i is the impurity spin and τ i σ,σ is the Pauli matrix with i = x, y or z, and we set = 1. The integrations are taken from x = −L/2 to x = 0 for α = L, and from x = 0 to x = L/2 for α = R. The electron field operator is defined as:
being the right (left) moving electrons; the corresponding electron density operators are
. Here, H 0 + H int describes the Luttinger liquid wire with H 0 being free electron leads and H int the electron-electron interactions in the leads, H Kf and H Kb describe the Kondo couplings, H µ is the bias voltage term.
Near the weak-coupling fixed point (J αα → 0) at a higher energy scale T ∼ D (with D being the bandwidth), it is convenient to represent H in terms of chiral boson fields through standard bosonization:
η α,σ e −iφα,σ(x) with η α,σ the Klein factor and φ α,σ (x) the chiral boson fields [23, 25] . To explore the physics near the strong-coupling regime for J αα → ∞ as the system approaches to the ground, the Emery-Kivelson transformation [24] is then performed on the chiral bosonized Hamiltonian, H cb : [18] , where
where the chiral boson fields φ c/f /s/sf are defined as
, it is useful for later analysis to re-fermionize Eq. (1) near the strong coupling 2CK fixed point and the Toulouse limit in terms of effective free fermions weakly coupled to an impurity spin and an Ohmic bosonic bath
2 dx. With the following transformation [21] :
the Hamiltonian Eq. (1) can be further re-fermionized as
Here, the k-space effective free fermions in this new basis
(3) is an effective weak coupling Hamiltonian (J LR , δJ z < 1) near strong coupling (J + → ∞) 2CK fixed point where standard perturbation theory is applicable. It describes two voltage-biased free fermion leads (c cL/cR ) showing an interlead coupling to an impurity spin (S x ) subject to a dissipative baonic bath; while another two free fermion leads (c sL/sR ) couple to S z .
Since the charge transport is determined by J LR , we further perform RG analysis. The RG scaling equations up to oneloop order for J LR and δJ z are derived via Eq. (3) as [25] 
where dl = − dΛ Λ with Λ being a running energy cut-off. Note that we find no contributions quadratic in Kondo couplings to Eq. (4) due to decoupling of the fields c cL/cR in J LR term from c sL/sR in δJ z term. Based on Eq. (4), J LR term is irrelevant (relevant) for K < 1/2 (K > 1/2). As a result, the 1CK-2CK QCP occurs at K = 1/2, separating 1CK state with J + → ∞, J LR → ∞ for K > 1/2 from the 2CK state with J+ → ∞, J LR → 0 for K < 1/2 (see Fig. 1(b) ) [18] .
Non-equilibrium charge current near QCP.-The equilibrium transport of our model is known [18, 19] : with decreasing temperatures from the weak-coupling (J αα → 0) fixed point at T = D, the Hamiltonian H gives a T -powerlaw suppressed differential conductance G(T ) ∼ T 1/K−1 via [J LR ] = (1+1/K)/2; while as T → 0, it shows a different Tpower-law near QCP in the strong coupling limit (J + → ∞) via Eq. (4): G(T ) ∼ T 1/K−2 (see Fig. 1(b) and the blue dashed arrow therein). However, little is known about the nonequilibrium transport at a finite voltage bias near QCP (see Fig. 1(b) and the red dashed arrow therein) , which is expected to show features distinct from its equilibrium counterpart.
Near QCP, the steady state charge current, defined as the charges passing through the Kondo dot from the left to right lead per unit time, is derived from the Heisenberg equation of motion via Eq. (3):
where
is the lesser Green's function for c cL/cR,k .
Within the Keldysh non-equilibrium Green's function approach [26, 27] , we first derive the equation of motion for the contour-ordered Green's function G c RL,k k (τ − τ ), expressed as the Dyson type integral equation [25] :
is the free fermion contourordered Green's function. The time-lesser Green's function G < RL,kk (t − t ) expanded perturbatively up to first-order in J LR , is given by [25] :
where g r/a R/L,k , g < R/L,k are retarded/advanced and lesser component of bare Green's functions of the effective noninteracting right/left lead, respectively, and b
] 0 are the lesser and retarded bosonic correlation functions calculated with respect to H b only.
In the thermodynamic limit, the explicit analytical form of the non-equilibrium current via Eqs. (5) and (7) reads [25] 
where G < RL,kk (ω) is the right-left lesser Green's function in the frequency space, j LR = J LR /2π v F , 2D is the bandwidth of the bosonic bath H b , and Γ (x) is the Gamma function. Note that the non-linear transport of our system in the Toulouse limit for K = 1 (with non-interacting leads) was addressed in Ref. [29] . There, the J LR term is relevant and the system goes to a resonant-tunneling ground state with the quantum unitary conductance G = 2e 2 /h [29] . The analytical differential conductance G(V, T ) = dI/dV near QCP for K < 1/2 via Eq. (8) is plotted in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) for various values of K and temperatures. Near QCP, the equilibrium conductance shows a T -power-law suppression: [30] , leading to an insulating 2CK state. However, for V > T and for a fixed T = T 0 , G(V, T 0 ) deviates from the power-law V 1/K−2 (dashed lines in Fig. 1(c) ), and the deviation becomes larger at large bias V T 0 , signature of non-equilibrium effect in quantum critical transport. This deviation from the equilibrium powerlaw is generated by the steady-state non-equilibrium current at large voltage bias which leads to different transport property from that due to equilibrium thermal effect [11] . The conductance G(V, T ) via Eq. (7) offers an analytical and complete universal crossover function from 2CK non-equilibrium quantum critical (V T ) to the equilibrium 2CK (V T ) limits, which shows V /T scaling (see Fig. 1(d) ). Our analytic crossover function in I-V curve provides not only a qualitative but also a quantitative basis to compare with experiments. The analytic form in Eq. (4) reduces to a constant conductance for K = 1/2 in the wide-band (D → ∞) limit [32] .
Conclusions.-A few remarks are made before we conclude. First, in Refs. [16, 17] , the emulated Luttinger wire was realized experimentally in a spin polarized carbon nano-tube quantum dot sbject to an Ohmic dissipation where the resistance R is side-coupled to the dot. The effective Luttinger parameter K is related to the dimensionless dissipation strength r ≡ Re 2 /h via K = 1/(1 + r). When the dot is symmetrically coupled to the leads, the system approaches to a quantum critical point of the 2CK type. The conductance reaches the unitary limit of G(V, T ) → 2e 2 /h for V , T → 0 in a power law fashion: G(V, T ) ∼ (V /T ) α with α = 2/(1 + r). Generalizing this set up to the spinful case, the Kondo-Luttinger system equivalent to our model was proposed [30] and has been realized experimentally in a dissipative Kondo dot sys- tem with K = 1/(1 + 2r) [31] . Though their Hamiltonian is somewhat different from Eq. (1), the same 1CK-2CK QPT occurs at r = 1 (or K = 1/2) [30] .
Secondly, we further included the 2-loop order corrections to Eq. (4) as
and
. For K > 1/2, instead of flowing to a strong coupling 1CK fixed point up to 1-loop order, the j LR term flows to an intermediate coupling 1CK fixed point at j * 2
there is no new critical point appearing as the linearized RG equations near the 2CK fixed point (j * LR = δj z * = 0) reduces to the same QCP via Eq. (4). Since δj z term is more irrelevant than j LR , a finite δj z will only lead to negligible 2-loop RG corrections to j LR and to the current. The RG flows for j LR (see inset of Fig. 1(c) ) show a negligible difference between results up to 1-loop order in the Toulouse limit and 2-loop order away from this limit. Consequently, our results can be extended to parameter regime away from Toulouse limit with a finite δj z . Thirdly, channel asymmetric J − term is a relevant perturbation of our results, making the 2CK fixed point unstable towards the one-lead dominated 1CK fixed point. Nevertheless, the channel symmetry has been achieved experimentally for our model in Ref. [31] and for its spinless version in Refs. [16, 17] via gate-tuning. Finally, in the presence of particle-hole asymmetry, a potential scattering term U cos(φ sf (0)) cos(φ f (0)/ √ K) is generated [18, 19] We have established a novel framework to investigate the non-equilibrium transport near the strong coupling fixed point of a Kondo-Luttinger system close to the well-known onechannel Kondo to two-channel Kondo quantum critical point at the Luttinger parameter K = 1/2. Via bosonization and refermionization of the model near strong coupling two-channel Kondo fixed point, the system is mapped onto an effective anisotropic dissipative Kondo model in the weak coupling regime. Via renormalization group analysis, we identify this quantum critical point. By Keldysh Green's function approach to the effective model, we obtain an analytical form for the non-equilibrium current and conductance near this critical point for K < 1/2 perturbatively. The interactions in the leads are treated exactly by bosonization, and the current is computed perturbatively in the Kondo coupling. Our results provide an unique example of analytically solvable universal non-equilibrium transport near a quantum critical point in Kondo-Luttinger system. Further experimental investigations in a dissipative Kondo impurity in quantum dot devices is needed to clarify our predictions. 
